Dear Friends,
We are very happy to welcome you to Satori. I hope you will love it as much as we do. To make you straight
at home we would like to introduce you to the staff and a few quirks of the villa & surroundings.

Our Team
Mr Thusitha is our Operations Manager and trouble shooter so if you have any questions or requests he will
get them sorted.
Contact: Mr Thusitha +94 777258410
Satori House number +94 91 494 3377
Mr Wasantha is our quiet and gracious house assistant and helps out in all areas.
Ms Indrani is our fantastic cook and also helps out with the bedrooms and doubles up as a very efficient
Nanny.
Mr Yasaranga & Mr Somarathne are our quiet and gracious gardeners but also helps out in all areas. They
are very respectful of your privacy and speak a little English.
All our team are here to make your stay unforgettable and indeed restful, so please don’t be afraid to ask
them to do anything. They are a mine of information, great “local price” shopping companions and they
can show you around town, organize tailors, massages and trips to the 300 year old temple just 5 minutes
away. They are 100% trustworthy and this is supported by the numerous compliments they have received in
our guest book situated in the living room & on Trip Advisor.

Emergency Numbers
In the unlikely event of an emergency please find below a list of the most important numbers for your
reference.
You first port of call is to alert the security guard on duty and he will call Thusitha the Manager to see what
action is necessary.

Name

Contact #

Remarks

Thusitha - Manager

0772035684
0777258410

Add +94 from international

On Call doctors

091-2250755

Unawatuna Medical center.
Available 8am to 9pm.

Co-operative Hospital Galle

091-2234424
091-2234270

Hemas Hospital Galle

091-2232187
091-4640640

Police station Galle

091-2233333
091-2234222

Police station Habaraduwa

091-2283344

Emergency Police Unit

119

Tourist Police Hikkaduwa

091-2275554

Security

0777-305327

Emergency Tuk tuk

0755420545
0776236554

Atthanyake
Chaminda

Getting Around
Airport transfer rate from Satori to Colombo is currently $100 USD but this can change if fuel prices fluctuate.

Satori Villa : Tuk Tuks
One of the most enjoyable ways to travel in and around the local vicinity is by the traditional Sri Lankan Tuk
Tuk. Also know as a 3 wheeler they can fit no more than 3 adults or 2 adults and 3 children .Our management can summon one at a moments notice to take you to any of the local beaches, down to explore
Galle Fort or even further attractions. We have negotiated the best almost local rates with our English speaking drivers and below listed are the rates you can expect to pay for a one way trip to any of the following
destinations.
Satori to Galle Town/Fort – 500/550 rupees
Satori to Wijaya Beach - 400 rupees
Satori to Talpe - 450 rupees
Satori to Unawatuna Beach - 400 rupees
Satori to Hikaduwa –1650 rupees
Satori to Mirissa Beach – 1850 rupees
Satori to Fortress – 750 rupees
Waiting Time (Day/Night) - 300 rupees per hour
We invite you to pay the driver directly and if you should have any problems at all during one of your journeys or there is a price misunderstanding please call Thusitha +94772035684.
Tipping is at your discretion if you feel your driver has been professional. Allow a further 10%.
Please note: Tuk Tuk drivers receiving commissions from shops and restaurants you have visited is strictly forbidden and you should report this to our management if you feel this has occurred during your stay.

Eating & Drinking
Our aim is to offer the best value for you and your party with regard to food & beverage during your stay.
Whilst we encourage you to go out and eat we also encourage you to stay in and eat and take advantage of our staffing provided in the villa cost.
Our breakfast of tropical fruits, choice of eggs, tea or coffee and toasts are included in the room rate along
with chilled mineral water. For all further meals and drinks including alcohol we have created a kitty system
to cover all your F & B needs. All food and beverage is bought locally at cost price and will be prepared by
our team. This system will save you hundreds of $$’s over staying at a hotel or resort for example.
Once you have settled in Thusitha our manager can sit with you and help you compile a shopping list to
cover your needs for your stay. They will give you a clear idea of what is and isn’t available locally. Take a
look at our menu and choose the meals that you would like us to prepare for you or items you would like to
prepare yourself and any other additional items .We operate a transparency policy so you can see the accounts and receipts of your purchases at any time. We suggest you start off with 10,000 Rs depending on
the size of your group and you can see how far that takes you. Allow approximately 1000-1500 rupees per
head per day to cover your F & B needs.
In addition to the cost of the food for your stay there is also the matter of transporting your food from town

to the villa . Some journeys can be done on a motorbike to pick some smaller items locally but some times
we have to go to Galle town to pick the bulkier part of the shopping up. In the interests of transparency you
will see an entry on your XL kitty accounting sheet coded below for transportation cost and it will show you
whether a Tuk Tuk was used or a motorbike and where they went for your goods .Please allow approximately 1000 Rs /$8 USD per day for your whole parties shopping trips.
MV = Motorbike village ( 1km) @100 rs
MD= Motorbike Dewatta ( 2.5 km’s) @ 200 rs
MG= Motorbike Galle ( 4 kms) @ 300 rs
TTD= Tuk Tuk Dewatta (2.5 km’s) @ 600 Rs
TTG= Tuk Tuk Galle( 4km’s) @ 1000 Rs
Any money left in the kitty will be returned to you at the end of your stay. We hope this is not too complicated for you but more geared at managing your expectations.
Satori has a fully equipped kitchen and a bbq with the best view in the area. Indrani can prepare delicious
fresh local cuisine, numerous salads and Western dishes at your request. They have also learned many new
dishes from our guests and love the bonding in the kitchen so feel free to join in!
Please note that Galle is not blessed with the best wine supply so we recommend the wider range available
at the duty free located on the other side of passport control when you arrive at the airport.
The best supermarket is Keels in Galle Town Centre which has the widest range of produce or more conveniently located is Seafair (at Dewata junction on the way into Galle). They have the best selection of food
and household items as needed - you can by ice by the bag, quails eggs sometimes and Hanza coffee (the
best local blend).

Thambili
The juice from King Coconut, is very refreshing. It’s sold at the side of streets throughout the island, you know
it’s clean as the coconut is cut open in front of you and it’s cheaper than bottled drinks at about R30/each.

Water
In every room filtered drinking water is available close to your bed. All our water is safe to drink. It’s also safe
to clean your teeth with our tap water.
All the showers have hot water but if it seems there is nothing coming out please ask the staff to fire up the
hot water tanks for you.

Laundry
We do not have clothes washing facilities at the house, but are happy to arrange this for you at the local
laundry which will be charged at the local cost price. Please give your washing to Wasantha or Indrani and
they will arrange - it takes 2 days for items to return ironed and folded.
In an effort to save on unnecessary washing, towels will be replaced upon request. If you would like towels
changed, please put in the wash basket. Sheets will be washed every three days. If you would prefer them
washed more often, please inform our team who will be happy to oblige.

Air Conditioning
Each room has a set of fans which keep the rooms cool and in extreme temperatures please ask Thusitha
for the remote control for the AC unit . We please ask that your turn this off during the day if you’re not in the
room to save energy.

Security
You, your guests and all your belongings are completely secure at Satori. There is always somebody at the
property during the day and at night we have a security guard at the gate. There is also a safe located in
the villa and in your closet.

Dogs
We have 2 beautiful, clean and gentle dogs who keep them selves busy around the land. Cheetah and
Lucky. They are very affectionate and used to lots of love and attention. If you have any challenges with
dogs we are happy to have them put in another area away from the house and will only let them out at
night for security.

Kerosene Lanterns
When you arrive at Satori, the first evening we will light the garden lanterns for you, which we hope you enjoy.
We have followed guests advice and run a system where the lanterns will be lit on other nights only upon
your request, to save on both pollution and unwanted light. This is your choice. Mr Wasantha will stock up on
kerosene if you let him know and it’s approximately 500 ruppees for 14 lanterns for the night and obviously less
if you want fewer.

Baby Sitting
For those of you not sure whether you are going to experience a totally relaxing time at Satori, we have our
amazing nanny Indrani .
My friends and guests have been especially impressed with her conduct and ability to calm all screaming
babies and children in a matter of seconds. So whilst you are relaxing in the pool or tucking into a good
book she can keep your little ones amused for hours and it also means you can go out at night and enjoy
the many restaurants on the beach or in Galle Fort. Ask our team for further information.

Medical
Dr De Silva is on call 24 hours a day and will make house calls. His mobile number is 0773 036400. For minor
scrapes and injuries speak with him, and use the local Galle hospitals - Southern has the best facilities. If
anything more serious - go straight to Colombo - the Asiri Surgical or Apollo - 0115 430000.

Tailoring
One the great experiences to be had in Sri Lanka is making your own shirts and clothing at the fraction of
western prices. Local markets offer a wide range of quality fabrics that can be turned into stylish garments
within days. We recommend you bring out any item of clothing you want to copy. Tharanga is our lovely local tailoress who lives 10 minutes walk away from Satori in the local village. Ask our team for further details.

Internet & Phone
By spending $6 on a Sri Lankan sim card (which you can usually drop into any phone) you are likely to save
a whole stack of cash on phone bills. Calls from a Sri Lankan mobile to a European mobile costs approximately $0.40 USD per minute. The best place to get this is at the airport when you arrive. There’s usually a
‘Dialogue’ (Sri Lanka’s main telecommunications company) office open on the other side of the money exchange counter, just after Baggage reclaim.
We have a slow but steady 3G Internet connection if you wish to check your e-mails. Sadly YouTube will
have to wait til you get home.

Music
We have an ipod docking station in the living room and also an impressive speaker system situated in the
coach house that fills the garden and pool area with a wide range of tunes housed in itunes on the laptop.

DVD & Satellite TV
We have an extensive selection of DVD’s and satellite TV with surround sound. The DVD’s are located in the
antique dresser in the living room. Please ask Mr Wasanatha to help if you need assistance with the system
or remote controls.

Tips
Many of our guests in the past have been very kind and have left tips for our team here. All the tips are
pooled and split, so if you have been particulary impressed by their service and happy please leave your
gift with our manager Thusitha on your departure.

Temple
Just a five minute walk from the Villa is the 300 year old Hinitigalla temple where our dear friend the Venerable Reverend Nandaloca resides. He is happy to show you around or teach Meditation by appointment.
In addition to the wonderful sights of the temple there are fantastic views of the coastline from the top of
the dramatic 250 step granite staircase that leads from the temple down to the local village. If you like a
little exercise try walking up and down the steps preferably before 9am, before it heats up. The record is 10
times up and down in one sitting (5000 steps!) We have placed a collection box at the top of the stairs as a
sort of gym admission charge/donation. We suggest 100 rupees and this will go towards the new construction of an 85 foot Buddha currently taking place. This is a major construction and is the talk of the village.

Location: Getting to & from Satori
Satori is situated in the Southern Province of Sri Lanka, approximately 3 hours South of Columbo & 4 kms
south of the UNESCO World Heritage site of Galle.
Directions from Galle are as follows :
From the cricket stadium in the centre of Galle take the Matara Road heading south. It is a coastal road
with the ocean on your right as you head south. Continue for approximately 4.5 kms past the Holsim Cement Factory on your left until you arrive at a “One Stop Shop” supermarket located also on the left hand
side which has a red and yellow sign.
Take the turning on the left 5 metres after the shop at the “Eramudugaha” junction and continue for 2.5 kms
til you eventually get to a small waterway and a low bridge with a big black pipe running alongside. You will
see a bright orange shop on your left and a row of concrete & metal shuttered newly built units/shops on
your right. Opposite these units and 20m’s past the orange shop is the turning on the left that goes straight
to the Villa ( 0.65 km)
Take this turning, you will cross a paddy field and continue up a very steep hill. When you get to the top, the
road forks left but take the steep drive on the right, until you reach some large wooden gates. You have arrived.

Beaches
There are a number of great beaches in close proximity:
Wijaya Beach:
Our favourite beach bar, with safe swimming for children, relaxation for grown ups, good surfing for those
who can, delicious simply-cooked seafood, pizza oven, cool tunes, great cocktails and a heavenly sunset
overlooking the magnificent ‘Frog Rock’.
Why Beach Club:
Stylish new addition to local beach life, with Italian menu, great cocktails and music on a beautiful beach.
Unawatuna Beach:
A stunning but quite touristy beach with street and beach vendors offering local crafts and fabrics. This is the
closest beach to Satori.
Mirissa beach:
A little bit further away than the others - about 40 mins drive south - but the best boogie boarding on this
coast. Make a day of it.
Era Beach Hotel:
If you fancy a sophisticated environment for sundowners, lunch or dinner, the new exclusive Era Beach Hotel

can be found 1km south of Wijaya Beach on the coastal road. It also has a great swimming pool and haute
cuisine at reasonable prices.
Kingfisher:
Located at the far northern end of Unawatuna beach, this is becoming one of the main spots to hang at,
especially on a Saturday night when they have DJ’s and sound system playing until the early hours.
Galle (see map on page 17)
The historic Galle Fort was established by the Portuguese in the 15th Century, and was completed by the
Dutch 100 years later. The British came in the 18th Century and in 1988 it was designated a World Heritage
Site.
The narrow streets of Galle Fort are lined with Dutch merchant villas, with pillared verandahs, carved doors
and windows. Offices dating back to the Dutch and British periods are still in use today.
A stroll along the streets or along the ramparts offers the visitor a unique insight into a patchwork of bustling
life - Buddhists, Tamils, Muslims and Europeans all living in harmony - commerce such as lace-makers and
jewelers alongside tourists, and the ever present cricket match!
One of the great joys of the Fort is to visit the Ramparts around sunset, a popular activity for local and tourist
alike!
Galle town is best explored on foot, or by tuk tuk. It is a sprawling metropolis, with the exotic fruit market to
the myriad of shops in Main Street, selling everything from sarees to televisions!

Money: Credit cards and ATMs
ATMs are located in many places (specially at bank branches) in the cities and suburbs, less so in the countryside. There are a number of banks in Galle.
You can withdraw from debit cards too (Cirrus, Maestro, Visa, Electron etc) where the logos are displayed so no need to carry wads of US dollars when entering the country.

Some tips for when you are out and about:
It is customary to remove shoes and wear respectful attire (i.e. no miniskirts, tank tops, short pants etc.) when
visiting temples. It is also the custom to remove shoes before entering a home, though this is not as strictly
followed as in places such as Japan.
Never touch or pat the top of the head of Buddhist monks, including children who practice at a temple.
Do not turn your back to (or be alongside) a Buddha statue when within a reasonable distance (observe
what others are doing). This includes posing for photos. It’s OK to photograph a statue, but all persons should
be facing it.
Public nudity (including females being topless) is not only unacceptable but illegal in Sri Lanka.
Although much latitude is given to tourists, it is more polite to use your right hand when shaking hands, handing money and small objects, etc. Of course you can use both hands for something big and/or heavy.
Be respectful to monks. There’s no particular etiquette for Westerners - just be polite. Always give them a
seat on a crowded bus (unless you’re disabled or very elderly).
No photography of sensitive locations (inside and outside), and inside of shopping malls and tea factories
(outside OK). Be especially careful in Fort, Colombo (except on the beach). If soldiers are guarding something, it probably shouldn’t be photographed. Don’t rely on signs alone, as sometimes they are old or missing. For example, one end of a bridge may have a “No Photography” sign, but not the other.

Seemingly innocuous public displays of affection between lovers such as kissing and/or hugging is not culturally acceptable as it is considered to be private behavior however public affection between parents and
their children is not frowned upon.

Shopping
Several shops are located in Galle Fort and the list below, whilst not including all of them, outlines a few we
think are worth a visit. Fixed pricing is creeping in, but otherwise bargain.

In Galle
KK – The Collection
Pedlar Street, Galle Fort
A small shop selling lots of decorative bits and pieces, ranging from glassware sourced in India, pink feather
dusters from Bali, hand-painted wooden bowls from Java and kittul wood lime squeezers from Sri Lanka.
Elephant Walk
Church Street, Galle Fort
“An outstanding selection of giftware, houseware, furniture, toys, lighting, gourmet, stationery, décor, bed
and bath” Galle branch of Colombo shop.
Laksana
Hospital Street, Galle Fort
Jewellery and gem stones offered by the charming Ameen Hussein, opposite Galle Fort Lighthouse.
Mimimango
Leyn Baan Street, Galle Fort
A technicolour oasis of stylish beach clothes and accessories from India, Indonesia and Sri Lanka.
Olanda Antiques
Leyn Baan Street, Galle Fort
Antiques, furniture, reproductions.
M M Ibrahim
47 Church Street, Galle Fort
Gems and jewellery run by Safa Ibrahim.

Exotic Roots

Church Street, Galle Fort
A collection of gift and interior items and art.
The Corner Shop
Pedlars Street, Galle Fort
This is a bright, quirky shop with lots of nice gifts & accessories.
Outside the Fort
In Galle town itself, there is an abundance of shops. Go into the saree ones and at the back you can sometimes find some good sarongs.
Ananda Antiques
Talpe -10 minutes from Galle
A good selection of antique furniture and objects, as well as reproductions.

Southern Antiques
Ambalangoda
Despite being nearly wiped by the Tsunami, they have a great choice of antique pieces.
Sujeewa Antiques
Ambalangoda
With a new showroom on four floors, there are plenty of antique artefacts and furniture to tempt the most
discerning of palette.

Dining
There are several beach food restaurants in Unawautna as well as a few other good restaurants in the area,
some in other hotels. Some of these are:

In Galle Fort
Amangalla
Church Street, Galle Fort
Kippers for breakfast, fish ‘n’ chips for lunch; scones with cream and home made jam for tea and a wicked
curry for dinner, in this revamped Old Dame of hotels.

Galle Fort Café
Church Street, Galle Fort
Thai fusion. Lunch, dinner and snacks in this boutique hotel.

Anura’s Pizza
Lighthouse Street, Galle Fort
Near to the Bank of Ceylon, they will do take away!

Peddlar’s Inn Café
92 Pedlar Street, Galle Fort
Great spot to people watch for while, run by Aziz.
Outside the fort
The Sun House
Upper Dickson Road, Galle
Lovely - no children under 14 and booking the day before is essential. The first of boutique hotels in Galle.

The Lighthouse Hotel, Galle
On the headland as you enter Galle from Colombo. As big hotels go, this is worth a visit, in a spectacular
setting overlooking the rocky beachhead.

Wijaya Beach, Galle
See Things to Do under beaches. It is THE beach bar around Galle, with great food in a chilled atmosphere,
run by Mahendra. For sundowners, this place to is hard to beat.
Apa Villas
Beachside villas in Talpe, Galle
Tel: (091) 228 3320
With a menu of Sri Lankan and fusion dishes, made largely from organic produce, this stylish villa is a boutique hotel, set right on the beach and worth a visit.

The Fortress Hotel
Miami beach comes to Sri Lanka – the newest of hotels on the ocean, offering chic dining alongside an
amazing pool with fibre optics! Good for lunch time too. Wednesday and Saturday nights are buffet evenings.
Era Beach Hotel:
If you fancy a sophisticated environment for sundowners, lunch or dinner, the new exclusive Era Beach Hotel
can be found 1km south of Wijaya Beach on the coastal road. It also has a great swimming pool and haute
cuisine at reasonable prices.

Further Things To Do
Water Sports
At Bentota, there is water skiing, wind surfing and jet skiing, as well as deep sea fishing.
Mirissa Water Sports Centre have a 54 ft Indonesian fishing trawler for sports fishing and coastal cruises, as
well as a 24ft gaff rigged dhoni for bay sailing.

Scuba Diving
There is a dive centre at Unawatuna, run by Sumith. They provide advanced and beginner courses, as well
as night dives.

Guided Bike Tours
Galle resident Alex Barrett will take you on an unforgettable gentle 3 hour bike ride through paddy fields,
past jungle and temples. Suitable for all ages.

Tea Estate and Factory
You may take a gentles wander around the tea estate here, or for a fuller experience, The Handunugoda
Estate is 10 minutes away and provides a fascinating tour for visitors, highlighting the production of white
tea.

Yala Safari Park
Leave Galle at 0300 hrs and get to Yala for sunrise. Sightings of leopard are good, along with lots of elephants, bears and crocodiles. Head back to Galle, with a stop at one of the beaches near Tangalle to
break your journey.

Turtle Sanctuary
There are several in the area, including a good on in Habaraduwa - ten minutes away!

Customised Trips
Finally we can organise a wide range of customized trips around Sri Lanka. This is a superb way to experience the country whilst ensuring your trip is tailored exclusively to meet your needs.
Please ask us for any further information.

Dangers & Annoyances
Mosquitos:
Mosquitos appear from time to time especially during the wetter times and at dusk . In each room you will find
a tube of Odomos Cream, this is the best repellant in our opinion and the least toxic. Every evening mosquito
coils are lit in the rooms and relax areas. We suggest you get prepared around 5.30pm and always take your
Odomos out wherever you go in the evenings just in case. All rooms have mosquito nets. There is no Malaria
here in the south. If you have any further challenges please speak to our team.
Spiders:
Occasionally you will see spiders of all shapes and sizes and sometimes they may appear large. Fear not as
they are all harmless and once again ask any of our team to assist you remove them from sight.
Centipedes:
We have 2 types of centipede here. One is harmless and very common (below).
  

The other type (below) is crimson red and can deliver a nasty bite, but we seldom see them here.

Snakes:
You will be lucky to see a snake here. The main type is a harmless brown snake called the rat snake and
it does exactly what it says on the tin and eats Rats only. Cobras are here from time to time but we have
never seen one and once we saw a Python. Please see the snake poster in the kitchen to learn about all
the snakes in Sri Lanka.

No one has ever been bitten here and in the unlikely event one does, we have a venom kit and antihistamine in the medical cupboard which is located in the kitchen. An added precaution is to just check inside
the bed before sleeping and checking shoes before putting them on.
Dogs:
If dogs aren’t your thing you will have to forgive our 2 energetic and affectionate dogs. Please ask our team
to remove them if they bother you as we have a special compound for them. We let them out at night to
add more security.
Sunshine:
The sun is strong here make sure you protect yourself at all times but please shower before entering the
pool.

Potential Hazards:
Please pay attention to young children at all times, especially around the steps, the pool and the pond.
Children should be careful running around the pool as the tiles can be slippery when wet and the granite
stones can be sharp.
please note that All facilities are used at your own risk.

Sri Lanka:Useful Singalese phrases
Sri Lanka has a diversity of ethnic groups.  Languages spoken in the country vary. The two major native
languages are Sinhala spoken by the Sinhalese majority and Tamil language used by the Tamils. Although,
Sinhala and Tamil are languages from different source, both share some common characteristics and obviously have influence on each other’s linguistic evolution as well. English is widely spoken but it may be useful
to learn some phrases in Sinhala if visiting the country for business or pleasure.

Pronunciation
a : as the ‘u’ in ‘cup’
aa : like the ‘a’ in ‘father’
e : the ‘e’ in ‘met’
i : the ‘i’ in bit
o : the ‘o’ in ‘hot’
u : the ‘u’ in put
ai : as the word ‘eye’
au : like the ‘ow’ in ‘how’
All purpose greeting			

Ayubowan

“Ayubowan” is the word used in Sri Lanka to great someone. It means Long Life. One is Generally greeted
by joining two hands in prayer like manner and saying “Ayubowan” . This phrase can be used during anytime of day irrespective of time, however in the city anyone would be greeted with a hand shake, the village folks still greet you in the traditional way.

Basics
Come				Enna
Go				Yanna
Bye				Bye
Hello				Hello
Eat				Kanna
Drink				Bonna
Don’t				Epa
Yes				Owu
No				Ne-he
Please 				Karunakara
Thank you			Stu-tee
Excuse me			
Sama venna
Sorry				Kana Gaatui
How are you?			
Sapa Saneepa kohomada?
I am fine			
Mama hodin / Hodai.(Good)
How much does it cost?
Me ka keeyada?
Where is…? 			
Koheda………..?
What is your name? 		
Oyage nama mokakda?
My name is			
Mage nama…
Where do you live?		
Oya koheda inne?
I don’t speak sinhala		
Mama Sinhala katha karanne ne-he
Excuse me			
Sama venna.
What time is it			
Velava keeyada?
Numbers
1				Eka
2				Deka
3				Tuna
4				Hatara
5				Paha
6				Haya
7				Hatha
8				Ata
9				Navaya
10				Dahaya
“Epa” means “I dont want.” e.g for people selling things on the beach etc...
“Keeyada” means “how much”, e.g. if one wants to inquire the price of anything...
“Enna” means “come” e.g if one wants to ask some to come ...
“Yanna” means “go”
“Oyage Nama Mokakkda?” means “what is your name?”
Useful Words
Big 			loku
Small 			
podi, punchi
Help!			aaneh!/aayoh!/ammoh!
Go away!		
metanin yanna!
I’m lost 		
mang ivarai/ mang vinaasai

Meeting People
English			Sinhala
yes			ow
no			naethank you		
sthuthiyi
you are welcome
sa-dha.ra.yen.piliganimu
please			karuna-ka.ra.la
excuse me		
sama-wenna.
Hello			hallo
Goodbye		
gihin ennam
Good morning		
a-yubo-wan, suba. Udhae-sa.nak
Good night		
a-yubo-wan, suba. Ra-thriyak
English			engreesi
What is your name? oya-ge nama.Mokakdha?
Nice to meet you
hambu una eka loku sathutak
How are you?		
kohomadha. Ithin?
Good			hondha
Bad			nara.ka

All the information found in this folder is available from our website as a downloadable ‘Guest Information
PDF’.
We would appreciate it if you could keep this folder on the premises and print off from the website if you’d
like it as a travel companion.
Thank You
Please ask us for any further information.
We hope you have a wonderful stay.
Please remember to sign our guest book upon departure.
We like to hear how we can improve for our future guests so please leave your
constructive ideas by clicking the ‘Take Guest Survey’ on the right hand side of our
website at www.SatoriExperience.com and if you had a good time a small thing you can do for us that will
make a big difference is to write a brief review on
Trip Advisor, the link for which can also be found just above
the ‘survey’ link on our website.

How To Operate the TV, Cable, DVD & CD Player
There are 3 remote controls:
1. Long Black ‘LG’ = For DVD/CD Player
2. Black ‘Dialog TV’ = For Cable Channels
3. Silver ‘LG’ = For TV
To Operate Cable
1. Ensure silver Dialogue Cable box (to left of TV) is switched on. To switch on and off, press the top left red
button on the small black control.
2. Repeatedly press the ‘TV/AV’ button (located under the no.9 button) on the silver control, until you get to
AV1 (this is displayed on the TV screen and is the cable signal).
To change the cable channel
1. Ensure you point the black Dialog TV control at the silver Dialog TV box to the left of the TV (above the
DVD player)
2. For the ‘menu’ press the big round button in the middle of the black Dialog remote.
3. Use the ‘Up’ and ‘Down’ arrow buttons (located above and beneath the large red button in the middle
of the control) to scroll up or down through the channels on the screen.
4. To select channel, press the large round central button over the highlighted TV station.
5. Repeat the process to change between channels.
To operate the DVD & CD Player
1. Put the DVD/CD in the black LG machine located next to the TV
2. On the large black remote, press the ‘Function’ button (located on the top left under the red power button) until on the LCD screen of the DVD player it reads ‘DVD/CD’
3. Press the TV/AV button (located under the no.9 button on the silver LG remote) until you select AV2 (this is
the DVD channel)
4. Use the large LG DVD remote control to control the DVD or CD
To play an iPod through the DVD/CD player.
1. Plug one end of the ‘mini-jack to mini-jack’ cable into your headphone socket on your iPod. Plug the
other end into the mini-jack socket underneath the DVD/CD loading tray.
2. Use the large black LG remote and press the ‘Input’ button, located top left, underneath the red power
button, until the LCD display screen reads ‘Portable’.
3. Ensure your iPod is switched on and playing, then use the remote control unit or circular volume control
on the DVD unit to control the volume.

